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Summary:  

Hydrogen has been proposed as an alternative carbon-zero energy source for power 

generation fuel cells, transportation, and other industries. Furthermore, Li-ion batteries are 

gaining popularity as a better storage storage for converted green energy because they 

have higher energy density and low maintenance costs. However, both hydrogen and Li-

ion batteries pose a significant fire hazard. Hydrogen is regarded as a very flammable 

substance with its properties, and Li-ion batteries, known as thermal runaway, can vent 

out flammable gas mixtures in case of failure. A significant number of incidents have been 

reported and will increase with the increasing demand for hydrogen and Li-ion batteries. 

Therefore, understanding this behaviour and implementing safety barriers for hydrogen 

and lithium-ion battery-vented gas is essential. Adding an inert gas to a flammable mixture 

is one of the steps that can be taken to avoid an undesirable consequence like a fire or an 

explosion. 

This work studied combustion characteristics of hydrogen and li-ion battery-vented gases 

with air and inergen mixtures in a 20-litre explosion sphere vessel at 300 K and 1 atm 

absolute pressure. Maximum explosion pressure, maximum rate of explosion pressure rise, 

and deflagration index were measured for different mixture compositions. A simple 

flammability limit analysis was done on hydrogen-air-inergen mixtures to identify how 

inergen affects the flammability of hydrogen. A comparison was done to validate the 

experimental results with numerical calculations based on Cantera and experimental data with 

other published research results.  

Hydrogen and air mixtures agreed well with the computational results and the published data. 

Hydrogen showed better combustion characteristics than battery gases used in the 

experiments. However, with the inclusion of inergen, deviations were observed between the 

actual and the computational results. The results showed that adding inergen to a flammable 

mixture significantly reduces its flammable properties. 
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LIB Lithium-ion battery 

LBV Laminar burning velocity 

LEL Lower explosion limit 

UEL Upper explosion limit 

LFL Lower flammability limit 

UFL Upper flammability limit 

RFL Richer flammability limit 

SOC State of charge 

HIAD Hydrogen Incidents and Accidents Database 

FT Flame temperature 

MIC Minimum inerting concentration 

LOC Limiting oxygen concentration  

IG100 Nitrogen 

IG01 Argon 

IG541 Inergen 

IG55 Argonite 

NOAEL No observable adverse effects level 

LOAEL Lowest observable adverse effects level 

ODP Ozone-depleting potential 

GWP Global warming potential 

LED Light emitting diode 

atm Atmosphere  

BG Battery gas 

NFPA National Fire Protection Agency 
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Nomenclature 
Symbol Description Units 

(𝑃𝑒𝑥)𝑚𝑎𝑥 Maximum explosion pressure kPa 

(𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥) Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise MPa/s 

𝜙 Equivalence ratio - 

𝑆𝑢 Laminar burning velocity m/s 

𝐾𝐺  Deflagration index bar.m/s 

𝑉 Volume m3 

𝑃𝑜 Initial pressure kPa 

phi Equivalence ratio - 

𝑋𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑛 Mole fraction of inergen - 

𝑇𝑎𝑑 Adiabatic temperature K 
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1 Introduction 
The availability of global fossil fuel reserves and increasing global environmental issues like 

global warming have opened the eyes of humankind to search for a sustainable energy source. 

Hydrogen has been extensively studied among the proposed alternatives as a carbon-zero 

energy source. Unlike fossil fuels, it is a clean fuel that produces H2O as products. Therefore, 

it has been studied and proposed as a potential energy source combined with fuel cells in power 

generation, transportation, and other industries [1]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the current global 

hydrogen demand and the projected hydrogen demand until 2050, which will be around ten 

times the demand in 2015 [2]. 

 

Figure 1.1: Global hydrogen demand projection with its application. [2] 

The rapid adoption of renewable energies with the 'net zero 2050' has led to advancements in 

energy storage technologies, such as lithium-ion batteries (LIB), to store the converted green 

electric energy until it is used. Figure 1.2 illustrates the projected global LIB demand up to 

2030, which is rapidly increasing. Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) can be used to store energy on 

a large scale, and they have a higher energy density and low maintenance cost compared to 

lead-acid, alkaline, and other batteries. LIBs are used in a larger spectrum of applications, from 

consumer electronics to electric vehicles. A battery cell is the smallest storage unit in a LIB, 

and multiple battery cells are connected to form a more extensive battery system [3] [4]. 

 

Figure 1.2: Li-ion battery demand forecast [5] 
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However, using hydrogen as a fuel has several challenges that still need to be answered due to 

its physical and chemical properties. Furthermore, transporting and storing a substance like 

hydrogen, which has a wide flammability range (4%- 75 %) and low auto-ignition energy (0.17 

mJ for stoichiometric mixture), imposes substantial safety issues [6]. The Bureau for Analysis 

of Industrial Risks and Pollutions in France reported 177 fire or explosion accidents out of 216 

hydrogen-related accidents in their study [7].  

Furthermore, although LIBs are growing in popularity, the batteries can fail with two main 

methods: non-energetic failures, which lead to loss of capacity and energetic failures, which 

can potentially cause a fire. Several incidents reported batteries catching fires, from small 

accessories like mobile phones and E-cigarettes to LIB failure in electric buses and aeroplanes 

[3] [8]. 

Considering these risks, ensuring safety in environments where hydrogen and battery gases are 

applied is a critical concern. Therefore, a suitable fire suppression system should be 

implemented as a safety barrier to avoid such incidents should be implemented. Fire 

suppressors like water, inert gases, or dry chemicals are used commercially to mitigate fire 

risks. Inert gases like nitrogen, argon, and carbon dioxide and inert gas mixtures like argonite 

and inergen are discussed because of their environmentally friendly properties [3]. Therefore, 

several studies have been carried out on to investigate how adding inert gases to a flammable 

gas mixture can reduce the likelihood of an ignition.  

This study is carried out to examine how hydrogen and battery gas combustion will be affected 

by mixing the commercialised fire suppression inert gas and inergen into the flammable 

mixture by running explosion experiments in a 20-L spherical explosion vessel. The obtained 

explosion results were processed, and the results were compared with Cantera simulation 

results, and the data obtained from the literature. 

1.1 Objectives 

• Experimentally measure maximum explosion pressure ((𝑃𝑒𝑥)𝑚𝑎𝑥), maximum rate of 

explosion pressure rise ((𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥) of hydrogen-air-inergen mixtures and vented 

LIB gases with air-inergen mixtures. 

• Calculate the maximum explosion pressure ((𝑃𝑒𝑥)𝑚𝑎𝑥),  of the selected mixtures 

numerically. 

• Compare the experimental result of explosion pressure with the numerical result and 

the data from other studies. 

• Compare and discuss the flammability of selected fuel-air mixtures with inergen and 

without inergen. 

1.2 Thesis Structure 

After the introduction chapter, theories related to premixed combustion, an overview of 

hydrogen and battery-vented gas safety, and studies relevant to this study are presented in 

Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discussed the experimental methodology and numerical approach used in 

Cantera. Chapter 4 shares the obtained experimental results, and Chapter 5 discusses the results 

in detail. Chapter 6 proposes the future work that can be done with this study and Chapter 7 

presents the key findings obtained in the study. Finally, relevant materials not added to the 

report were added as appendices in the appendix section. 
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2 Theory and literature review 
This chapter is presented mainly in three sub-sections. The first section discusses the theoretical 

background for understanding premixed combustion and related explosion characteristics. This 

section covers the fundamental concepts discussed in this study. Secondly, an overview of 

safety related to hydrogen LIB-vented gases and the combustion characteristics found were 

discussed. Then, a brief discussion about inergen gas was conducted, including how it works, 

the human safety factors, and its applications. Finally, a literature review is presented, including 

studies related to this work. 

2.1 Premixed flame 

Premixed flames occur in any homogeneous mixture where the fuel and the oxidant are mixed 

before the reaction. Examples are the Bunsen burner flame and the flame in most spark-ignited 

engines. The premixed gas is usually expressed in terms of the equivalence ratio (𝜙), the molar 

ratio of fuel, and the oxidiser to its stoichiometric conditions. Premixed flames can progress 

either as deflagration or detonation processes [9].  

The schematic structure of the premixed flame structure is illustrated in Figure 2.1, and it can 

be divided into four zones: the unburnt zone, the preheat zone, the reaction zone, and the burned 

gas zone. The mixture is preheated by the reaction zone in the preheat zone before transferring 

to the reaction zone where the oxidation occurs.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Structure of premixed flame structure [9]. 

2.2 Laminar burning velocity 

The laminar burning velocity (𝑆𝑢) refers to the velocity at which a combustion wave propagates 

smoothly and orderly compared to the surrounding unburned gas mixture. It is an important 
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parameter that characterises the propagation of a flat flame into a stationary, unburnt mixture 

under specific pressure and temperature conditions. 𝑆𝑢 mainly depends on the fuel, oxidiser 

type, fuel-air composition (𝜙), and the temperature of the unburnt premixed mixture. A higher 

combustion efficiency in fuel with a higher burning velocity can be expected. [9] [10] Table 

2.1 presents the (𝑆𝑢) values of the fuel types used in this study and related fuel types at 

stoichiometric conditions in ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure. 

Table 2.1: Maximum laminar burning velocity of components 

Component Maximum LBV [ms-1] 

H2 2.91 [10] 

CH4 0.37 [10] 

CO 0.19 [11] 

C2H4 0.42 [12] 

C3H8 0.43 [10] 

High LBV battery gas 1.05 [13] 

Generic battery gas 0.48 [13] 

2.3 Flammability limits 

Flammability limits of a gas or vapour are defined as the concentration of flammable substance 

needed in a mixture that can ignite and sustain combustion when exposed to an ignition source 

[14]. A flammable gas has two flammable limits, namely, lower, and upper flammable limits. 

The flame speed drops significantly if a fuel mixture gets too rich or lean. Therefore, there are 

top and bottom limits of equivalence ratio for a fuel mixture where the fuel mixture cannot 

sustain and propagate a fire.  

As in Figure 2.2, a fire or an explosion can only occur when the fuel percentage is between the 

LEL and UEL. These two limits are referred to as lower explosive limit (LEL)/ lean 

flammability limit (LFL) and upper explosive limit (UEL)/ rich flammability limit (RFL), 

respectively, which are usually presented as fuel percentage by volume in the mixture [15].  

 

Figure 2.2: Relationship between flammability properties [16] 
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Table 2.2 reports the flammability limits of the fuel types used in this study and the related 

fuels at ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure. 

Table 2.2: Flammability limits of components at 300 K and 1 atm  [17] 

Component Flammability limits 

H2 4 – 75 

CH4 4.4 – 16.4  

CO 12 – 75  

C2H4 2.75 – 28.6  

C3H8 2.1 – 10. 1  

For battery-vented gases, a definite range of flammability range was not mentioned because 

many compositions of battery gases were found. However, they seem to be in a range of 10% 

LFL and a UFL of around 60% [18].  

2.4 Factors affecting flammability 

Several factors can affect the flammability ranges of a flammable mixture. The following sub-

chapters discuss the main parameters that can affect the flammability limits of a mixture. 

2.4.1 Temperature and Pressure 

When the temperature increases in a flammable mixture, the limits will widen because the total 

enthalpy of the initial mixture increases with the temperature. When the mixture temperature 

is high, the heat required to sustain the flame and continue it to the unburnt fuel portion is 

reduced, hence the wider flammable region [19]. Figure 2.3 illustrates how temperature 

variations influenced flammability limits. 

 

Figure 2.3: Influence of the temperature on the flammability limits [20] 
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Studies have shown that when the initial pressure and temperature increase, flammable fuel 

ranges with air are widened. Figure 2.4 illustrates the flammable range widening of hydrogen 

with initial pressure at a temperature of 21oC and natural gas at 28 oC. According to these, the 

pressure affects the UFL more than the LFL [15][21]. 

 

Figure 2.4: Flammable range hydrogen-air at various pressures [15] [21] 

2.4.2 Fuel and oxidiser concentration 

An oxidiser is a compound that is not necessarily flammable but initiates or promotes 

combustion through oxidation reactions [22]. Air, including 21% oxygen, is usually used as 

the oxidiser. A minimum oxygen fraction is required for a flame to propagate. Therefore, 

reducing the oxidiser fraction in a flammable mixture can also affect its flammability, and this 

is applied as a safety barrier in industry.  

2.5 Maximum explosion pressure ((𝑷𝒆𝒙)𝒎𝒂𝒙 )   

The maximum explosion pressure represents the highest pressure produced during the 

combustion of a flammable mixture in a confined space, such as a vessel. This pressure increase 

happens due to the rapid oxidation reaction, which rapidly increases temperature and gas 

production, resulting in a high-pressure wave, as shown in Figure 2.5. This value is essential 

to designing safer engineering systems and proper safety barriers. This value can be used to 

compare the flammability of different mixtures because different mixtures give different 

maximum explosion pressures. Hydrogen has a maximum explosion pressure of around 6.9 

barg, while methane has a value of 7.05 barg at 300 K and 1 atm [16].  

2.6 Maximum rate of pressure rise ((𝒅𝒑/𝒅𝒕)𝒎𝒂𝒙) 

The maximum pressure rise rate the maximum pressure increases during an explosion, which 

is the highest gradient in a 𝑃𝑒𝑥 
vs time curve, denoted as (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 which indicates the 

robustness of the explosion. It is influenced by multiple factors, including the properties of the 

gas mixture, its composition, starting temperature, initial pressure, and vessel volume [16].  
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Figure 2.5: 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 and (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 [23] 

2.7 Deflagration index (𝑲𝑮 )   

Unlike the maximum explosion pressure and the maximum rate of pressure, the deflagration 

index represents a fundamental characteristic of the premixed gas. It remains constant 

regardless of the vessel's volume used in experiments, which makes it easier to compare the 

intensities of different flammable mixtures in different scenarios [24]. Studies The relationship 

between 𝐾𝐺  and the (
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑡
)

𝑚𝑎𝑥
 is shown below in the Equation 2.1 where 𝑉 is the volume of the 

combustion vessel. 

 𝐾𝐺 =  (
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝑡
)

𝑚𝑎𝑥
× 𝑉

1
3 [2.1] 

2.8 Hydrogen Fire Safety Overview 

Compared to the combustion characteristics, the hydrogen data in chapters 2.2 and 2.3 showed 

better flammable properties than other flammable gases. Hydrogen has a lower ignition energy 

and a faster-burning velocity, indicating hydrogen is more prone to catch fire than other 

substances. Hydrogen has a smaller molar mass, making it more prone to leaks and permeable, 

and it is an odourless and colourless gas that makes it very difficult to detect. An accidental 

hydrogen leakage can have dire consequences according to the environment and how it gets 

leaked. Figure 2.6 illustrates a flow chart of the consequences of a hydrogen leakage, which 

can end in hazardous incidents like a jet fire or explosion with the space it leaks to and the type 

of leakage. [1] 
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Figure 2.6: Flow chart of hazard occurrence due to hydrogen leakage [1] 

Figure 2.7 illustrates the outcome of 576 hydrogen-related accidents until May 2021, recorded 

in the Hydrogen Incidents and Accidents Database (HIAD) [25]. According to Figure 2.7, 

around 80% of accidents result in combustion, which is a very high fraction. Therefore, proper 

fire suppression methods should be implemented when dealing with hydrogen. 

 

Figure 2.7: Outcomes of accidents related to hydrogen [25] 
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2.9 Lithium-ion battery fire safety overview 

As discussed in the introduction, energetic failure in LIBs can lead to thermal runaway, causing 

fire. Thermal runaway is one of the main hazards related to LIBs, which can occur due to 

temperature rise created by uncontrollable exothermic reactions between the cathode, anode, 

and electrolyte. This can happen when a battery is exposed to thermal, mechanical, and 

electrical abuse and internal cell faults. In a thermal runaway incident, flammable gases, soot, 

and metal particles can be vented out from the battery, creating a flammable mixture around 

the leakage with air readily available for combustion with an ignition source. Even though the 

probability of a single Li-ion cell failure is very low, with many cells in one battery storage, 

there can be the possibility that one cell fails and creates dire circumstances, as shown in Figure 

2.8 [26]. 

 

Figure 2.8: Flow chart including factors affecting LIB safety and consequences of them [27] 

Several incidents were reported regarding fires that occurred due to LIB failures, from laptops 

and mobile phones to electric vehicles and large battery pack storage in the industry [3]. 

Therefore, tackling this issue with better fire suppression systems is vital to avoid catastrophic 

situations. 

2.10 Overview of Inert Gas Technology 

As discussed in Chapters 2.09 and 2.10, effective fire suppressions should be deployed to 

prevent accidents. Many fire suppression systems are available, including water-based 

sprinkler and water mist systems, gas-based systems with inert gases and powder-based 

suppression systems. Each fire suppressor has a different mechanism/s to suppress the fire, as 

illustrated in Figure 2.9 [3].  
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of different extinguishment working mechanisms [3]. 

Table 2.3 presents an overview of the fire-retardant mechanisms with the fire extinguishing 

agent and the suppression system. 

 

Table 2.3: Extinguishing mechanism of fire suppression System / extinguishing agent [3]. 

Suppression system  Working mechanisms 

Water-based suppression systems Cooling, Reducing FT, Suffocating 

Gas-based suppression system – Inert gases Reducing FT, Suffocating 

Powder-based suppression system Chemically inhibiting, Surface cooling 

Aerosol systems Chemically inhibiting, Reducing FT 

2.10.1 Inert gas system 

It is essential to keep the flammable gases out of the flammable limits or to change their 

composition to a safer level to prevent combustion. Adding an inert to the combustible mixture 

to dilute the oxygen level is a widespread technique. Furthermore, adding a substance that does 

not participate in the combustion process will absorb the heat from the reaction and slow the 

flame propagation.  

Because of these reasons, adding an inert gas to a mixture will narrow the flammability range. 

When an inert gas is added to the flammable mixture, it reduces the UFL significantly and 

increases the LFL slowly, as shown in Figure 2.10. As more inert is introduced to the mixture, 

the UFL and LFL will intersect, and it is known as the minimum inerting concentration point 

(MIC) since it is the minimum inert needed to ensure that no combustion will occur in the 

mixture regardless of the hydrogen concentration. Furthermore, the same point is defined as 

the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC) since no ignition will occur due to insufficient oxygen 

to propagate a fire [28].  

Figure 2.11 illustrates how the flammability limits are influenced by nitrogen in a hydrogen-

air mixture. According to Figure 2.7, MIC in H2/ Air with N2 seems to be around 75%, and 

LOC be around 4.5 % [29]. 
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Figure 2.10: Methane flammability properties with nitrogen dilution (25 oC and 1 atm) [28]. 

 

Figure 2.11: Flammability Diagram for Hydrogen/Air/Nitrogen at 293 K and 1 bar [29] 

2.10.2 Common inert gases used in fire suppression 

Inert gases mainly suppress class A, B and C fire hazards. Commonly used inert gases as fire 

suppressors are N2 (IG100), Ar (IG01) and CO2. Several studies have found that CO2 shows 

better fire suppression than N2 because of the comparatively higher heat capacity. Furthermore, 

commercially used inert gas mixtures are also used, including  The most used inert gas agents, 

inergen (IG541) with 52 % N2, 40% Ar, 8% CO2 and argonite (IG55) with 50 % N2, 50% Ar 

[3] [30].  

2.10.3 Inergen as a fire suppressant inert gas 

Inergen is a commercially used fire suppression agent by Wormald Group, Australia. As 

discussed in previous chapters, it suppresses fires by oxygen displacement, lowering the 

atmospheric oxygen level from 21% to an oxygen level that cannot support flame propagation 
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around 12.5% [31] [32]. There are several factors to assess when to select the suitable inert gas 

for a system, as discussed in the subtopics below. 

2.10.3.1 Fire suppression effectiveness 

When evaluating fire suppression agents in terms of their effectiveness, the cup burner 

concentrations and the minimum design concentration are two main parameters. Cup burner 

concentration is the minimum concentration of an agent required to extinguish a controlled 

flame, usually an n-heptane flame, under laboratory conditions. The minimum design 

concentration is usually around 1.2 times the cup burner concentration. This value is given to 

achieve the minimum safer concentration under realistic environmental conditions. Inergen has 

a cup burner concentration of 29.1 vol% and a minimum design concentration of 34.9 vol% 

[32].  

Because of the higher values, inergen requires more extensive storage than other suppressors, 

making it inappropriate for scarce locations like the maritime industry. Furthermore, inergen 

shows a slow distribution rate with higher required volumes, which is also a negative point.  

2.10.3.2 Human safety 

Including 8% CO2 increases the human respiration rate and the heart rate to allow the human 

body to absorb oxygen at an oxygen level of 12%, making it suitable for occupied areas. 

However, there will be instances where the fraction of CO2 level will be more than 10%, such 

as in a fire caused by hydrocarbons. Exposure to an environment with such a CO2 level can 

lead to sudden unconsciousness, coma, and death. Therefore, it is recommended that personal 

protective equipment be used as much as possible. [32] Just like CO2, N2 and Ar in inergen 

contribute to reducing the O2 levels in the environment. When more than 84% of N2 and 33% 

of Ar are in an air mixture, they cause asphyxiation, which is O2 deprivation. However, since 

inergen has lower concentrations of N2 and Ar, there will not be an adverse effect on personnel 

by N2 and Ar [33] [34]. 

The no observable adverse effects level (NOAEL) and lowest observable adverse effects level 

(LOAEL) are mainly defined as halogenic agents on cardiac sensitisation, described as the 

increased sensitivity of the heart to adrenaline. If the heart is made more sensitive to adrenaline, 

it can result in irregular heartbeat and possible heart failure. However, for inergen, the first 

adverse effect observed from the body because of the hypoxic environment is reduced oxygen 

supply to the brain, even though some of it is compensated by the high heart rate created by 

carbon dioxide.  

For inergen, NOAEL is 52 vol% inergen, with at least 10% oxygen and around 5% CO2. 

Medical studies have explained that the subjects showed normal intellectual functions with the 

mentioned combination, but without the carbon dioxide, the subjects exhibited confusion and 

loss of mental responses. The LOAEL level for inergen is 62%, with an atmospheric oxygen 

level of 8 % and a carbon dioxide level of 5-6%. A situation like this will have an increased 

level of hypoxia relative to the NOAEL level, although subjects will be able to escape the area 

without failing mental function [35]. 

The NOAEL and LOAEL for inergen are significantly higher than most fire suppressors, 

making it a strong candidate to apply to occupied areas. 
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2.10.3.3 Environmental impact 

As inergen consists of atmospheric gases, it does not have the ozone depleting potential (ODP) 

and global warming potential (GWP). Inergen does not produce any products that are not 

environmentally friendly and products that are difficult to handle [32]. Therefore, inergen can 

be considered an environmentally friendly component compared to most other fire suppressors. 

2.10.3.4  Applications of inergen 

Burch et al. [32] did a study using a cumulative weightage system considering factors related 

to fire suppression to find a better replacement for halon 1301 suppressant, and they 

recommended inergen to be an effective fire suppression in occupied areas mainly because of 

its non-toxicity. Furthermore, since inergen does not have corrosive properties, it does not 

cause any damage to assets and properties and can be used with spots where sensitive items are 

placed.  

Considering the properties inergen process, it can be used in areas like computer rooms, 

medical facilities, art galleries, machinery spaces, offshore facilities, and museums where 

occupancy can be expected. In contrast, sensitive assets and properties are placed.  

2.11 Related work done 

Jo and Crowl [36] have conducted experiments on hydrogen combustion in a 20-l spherical 

vessel to present explosion characteristics such as maximum explosion pressure and 

deflagration index. Their findings on the maximum explosion pressures indicated that the 

worst-case accidents for hydrogen-air mixtures in a confined volume might occur when the 

hydrogen concentration is at 29.5% - 40% on the more affluent side of the fuel, as shown in 

Figure 2.12. Furthermore, the study has proposed equations and methods for estimating the 

burning parameter and deflagration index. Shin [37] also studied hydrogen combustion with an 

ammonia mixture, and he obtained the maximum explosion pressure at around 800 kPa abs 

with a maximum pressure rise rate of around 270 [Mpa/s], as shown in Figure 2.13.  

 

Figure 2.12: Maximum explosion pressure and equilibrium pressure of hydrogen-air mixture [36] 
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Figure 2.13: Experimental and computational result of H2-air mixture explosion pressure (left) and experimental 

results of H2-air maximum dp/dt values (right) at 100 kPa and 300 K [37] 

Chen et al. [38], Zhao et al. [28]  and Chen et al. [38] studied how adding nitrogen to flammable 

hydrocarbons will affect their flammability and found out the LFL of the fuel-air mixtures has 

little effect by adding the inert as expected from the theoretical study as shown in Figure 2.14. 

According to the calculations done by Chen et al., it was found that the inert abilities of CO2 

are stronger than nitrogen and helium.  

 

Figure 2.14: Comparison of experimental and calculated flammability limits for propane–N2–air mixtures (left) 

and ethylene-N2-air mixtures (right) at 25 °C and 1 atm. 

Wang et al. [39] investigated hydrogen combustion with air when it is diluted with inert gases 

Ar, N2 and CO2 at room temperature and sub-atmospheric pressures. The study found out the 

maximum explosion pressure, maximum pressure rise rate, and deflagration index mainly 

depend on the initial pressure, the diluent type, and its fraction, as shown in Figures 2.15 and 

2.16. Their study showed that 30% of CO2 reduces the adiabatic temperature of the hydrogen 

flame to around 1900 K, while the same amount of N2 and Ar reduces it to around 2300 K and 

2500. In contrast, the hydrogen adiabatic air with no dilution was around 2700 K. The work 

also studied the linear correlations between normalised maximum explosion pressure and the 

diluent fraction. 
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Figure 2.15: Hydrogen-air explosion pressure variations at various (a) equivalence ratios, (b) inert gases and (c) 

initial pressures [39]. 

 

Figure 2.16: Maximum pressure rise rate and deflagration index with various inert dilutions [39]. 
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Weiqiang et al. [40] ran experiments to study the inhibitory effects of inert gases, mainly N2 

and CO2, on suppressing the fires caused by the thermal runaway of lithium-ion batteries. Their 

study showed that nitrogen and carbon dioxide reduce the combustion temperature with their 

cooling effect and then the explosion intensities, as shown in Figure 2.17. As per their 

experiments, they observed that CO2 showed better anti-explosion effects than N2, but neither 

of the inert gases could altogether terminate the combustion, and their batteries were reignited 

after the fire was extinguished. They also found that both the inert gases significantly affect 

batteries with a higher state of charge (SOC). 

 

Figure 2.17: Lithium-ion battery combustion temperature change in air (upper left), N2 (upper right) and CO2 

(lower) [40]. 

Saito et al. [41] developed an explicit relation for inert gas extinguishing concentrations 

considering their heat capacities and fuel properties. In this work, they considered 100% Ar, 

IG- 55 (50% Ar, 50% N2), inergen and IG – 100 (100% N2), CO2 and some other inert gas 

mixtures. As shown in Figure 2.18, their work showed considerably better results for 

flammability limit variation with the added inergen and argonite with methane and propane. 

According to their findings, inergen has a low minimum inerting concentration (MIC) value of 

around 45% compared to 48% of argonite for methane. 
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Figure 2.18: Observed (points) and calculated flammability limits (dashed lines) of methane-air (left) and propane-

air (right) mixture with Agent A – Inergen and Agent B – Argonite [41].  

Henriksen et al. [13] investigated the explosion characteristics of vented gases from LIBs. 

During thermal abuse testing, they collected a list of normalised gas compositions vented from 

the batteries. They proposed three battery gas compositions covering the upper and lower 

ranges of the LBV and a simplified gas to carry experiments in a 20-L explosion sphere. The 

explosion pressure, maximum explosion pressure rise rate, and the LBV values at 100 kPa and 

300 K presented from their experiments are mentioned in Table 2.4. Battery gas with higher 

carbon dioxide exhibited lower maximum explosion pressures, while the battery gas with more 

H2 and CO in the mixture showed higher maximum explosion pressures. This study also 

confirmed explosion property reduction due to an inert in a flammable mixture, in this case, 

battery gases. 

Table 2.4: Laminar burning velocity, maximum explosion pressure and maximum rate of explosion pressure for 

the proposed battery gas compositions at 300 K and 100 kPa absolute [13] 

Parameter High LBV Li-ion 

gas 

Low LBV Li-ion 

gas 

Generic Li-ion gas 

Laminar burning velocity (SL) 

[mms-1] 

935 351 479 

Maximum explosion pressure 

(Pex)max [MPa] 

0.78 0.71 0.74 

Maximum rate of explosion 

pressure rise (dp/dt)ex [MPas-1] 

81.68 22.59 32.89 
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3 Methodology 
This chapter outlines the experimental configurations and computational resources utilised in 

the study. It is divided into two parts: the initial section discusses the setup of the 20-litre 

explosion sphere bomb and the procedure for conducting experiments. In contrast, the later 

delves part discusses the numerical techniques employed in Cantera. 

3.1 Experimental setup 

Details for the experimental apparatus mentioned below are the same information as the work 

done by Henriksen et al. [13] and shin [37] since they used the same experiment apparatus with 

a camera system to conduct their investigations. 

Figure 3.1 exhibits the 20.4 dm3 sphere bomb apparatus setup used for the experiments. It 

consists of a steel sphere with insulation and a heating jacket to control the sphere temperature. 

Two filling ports were used to input inergen, and one port was divided into two lines so that 

port was used to input fuel and air. The port with air and fuel was purged carefully before 

adding one type of gas. An internal stirrer was used to mix the flammable mixture in the sphere 

to ensure a homogenous mixture was achieved before the explosion. 

 

Figure 3.1: Sphere bomb used in the experiment. 

An ignition coil with an inductance of 8.0 mH charged with 12 -15V was used to generate 

sparks. Two metal rods with a diameter of 1 mm were connected to the ignition coil, and the 

spark gap between two metal wires was from 1mm to 4 mm. The energy released for each spark 

is about 100 mJ, with a voltage of 30 kV. 

Sphere bomb 

Pressure data acquisition  

Compressor 
Air dryer 

Heater 

Ventilation pipe 

Inergen and 

hydrogen bottles 
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Three pressure sensors were used to get pressure measurements: one was used to measure the 

internal pressure of the sphere while it was filling; namely, Keller PAA-33X, and two Kistler 

601CAA pressure sensors were used to measure explosion pressures. The apparatus could 

measure flame velocity using high-speed cameras, which was not used in this experiment. 

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

 

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of experimental setup [11]. 1: explosion chamber; 2: oxidiser inlet; 3: flush inlet; 

4: fuel (liquid) injection port; 5: fuel (gas) inlet; 6: vacuum port; 7: gas outlet; 8: ignition system; 9: thermocouple; 

10: glass windows (100 mm); 11: LED light source; 12: high-speed camera; 13: stirrer; 14: heating plate; 15: 

ambient temperature display; 16: dual explosion pressure sensors; 17: data acquisition system; 18: control/trigger 

unit and 19: ambient pressure sensor 

3.1.1 Materials used 

Three types of flammable gases were used to study the effect on inergen, including hydrogen 

and two types of battery gases used by Henriksen et al. [13], which cover higher LBV end of 

battery-vented gas and an averaged battery-vented gas. Compounds used for the experiments 

and their compositions are mentioned in table 3.1 below, 

Table 3.1 Chemicals used in the experiment. 

Compound H2 [%] O2 [%] N2 [%] CO 

[%] 

CO2 

[%] 

CH4 

[%] 

C2H4 

[%] 

Ar [%] 

Air - 21 79 - - - - - 

Hydrogen 100 - - - - - - - 

Inergen - - - - 8 - - 40 

High LBV Li-ion gas 42.8 - - 37.1 10 7.1 3 - 

Generic Li-ion gas 34.9 - - 25 20.1 15 5 - 

As mentioned in Table 3.2, with the three fuel types used in the experiment, 3 sample types 

were used for hydrogen, and two were used for battery gases. 
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Table 3.2: Mixture types used in the experiments. 

Fuel type Mixture type 1 Mixture type 2 Mixture type 3 

Hydrogen Mixed with 100% air Mixed with 50% air 

and 50% inergen 

Mixed with 25% air 

and 75% inergen 

High LBV Li-ion gas Mixed with 50% air 

and 50% inergen 

Mixed with 25% air 

and 75% inergen 

- 

Generic Li-ion gas Mixed with 50% air 

and 50% inergen 

Mixed with 25% air 

and 75% inergen 

- 

3.1.2 Procedure of experiment 

Before every single experiment, the sphere was purged with oil and compressed air for more 

than 5 minutes to remove any unwanted components in the sphere, such as soot and water 

produced by the combustion process. After purging, the ignition coil was set, and the sphere 

was sealed to fill the required mixture. Fuel, inert and air were filled into the sphere until it 

reached 100 kPa. Then, the mixture was stirred for around 5 minutes and rested for another 3 

minutes to achieve a homogenous and quiescent mixture. Then, after recording the final 

conditions, the mixture was ignited. After the ignition spark, it was checked whether 

combustion occurred or not. Then, the pressure data was saved to the computer. A safety 

checklist was thoroughly followed to ensure smooth flow of the investigation as mentioned in 

Appendix C. 

A total of 82 shots were taken on the explosion spere with different mixture compositions, 

which could be found in Annex B. Eight of the 82 explosions were done to get used to the 

explosion spere. Fifteen experiments were not considered in Chapter 4 since there were either 

dry runs with air, the flammable mixture ended up in a significantly higher pressure than 1 atm, 

or the pressure was not constant when all the valves were closed due to boiling of the residual 

water droplets. The sphere was purged with filtered air while the sphere was heated up to 45 
oC for around 30 to 60 minutes to overcome this issue.  

3.1.3 Maximum explosion pressure and maximum rate of explosion pressure 
rise  

Materials used for measuring explosion pressure are consistent with those described in Chapter 3.1. 

A 20-litre explosion sphere is fitted with dual pressure sensors. The explosion pressure 

measurement is post-filtered to reduce noise. All experiments have identical smoothing-filter 

parameters at 999 data points and a second-order polynomial fit. The average pressure value 

obtained from the dual sensors represents the mean maximum explosion pressure [37]. 

3.1.4 Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise  

Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise (𝑑𝑃/𝑑𝑇)𝑚𝑎𝑥 is measured based on data from two 

pressure sensors. Utilising Python, each most significant gradient with positive values of filtered 

pressure data is calculated, and the average value is used to calculate the mean maximum rate of 

the rise in explosion pressure. Figure 3.4 shows a sample of the plot. 
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Figure 3.3: Processed result of a maximum rate of explosion pressure rise using two pressure sensors. 

3.2 Cantera Numerical calculation 

3.2.1 Maximum explosion pressure 

The 'equilibrate' solver of Cantera is employed, which calculates composition with minimum Gibbs 

free energy, maintaining constant volume and internal energy state to compute the explosion 

pressure and rate of explosion pressure rise. 

3.2.2 Flammability limit approximation 

A simple model was created using the built constant enthalpy equilibrate function in Cantera, 

which uses the thermodynamic parameters of the species to participate in the reaction to find 

an approximation of the flammability limits of fuel with added inergen. UFL and LFL were 

approximated by giving minimum adiabatic flame temperature at LFL and UFL using the 

literature values. The adiabatic flame temperature for hydrogen was 867 K at its LFL while 

1135 at the UFL. However, adiabatic flame temperatures could not be found at their 

flammability limits for the chosen battery gases. Therefore, they were approximated, 

considering their compositions and the literature they found [42]. Since accurate adiabatic 

temperatures were not found for battery gases, the approximations done to battery gases were 

not added to the report but annexed in Appendix D.  

Figure 3.4 explains how the approximated flammability limits were obtained for the fuel used 

in this experiment. The simulation started with 0 % inergen dilution, and the inergen was added 

in a loop until it reached the adiabatic flame temperature given. The inergen amount required 

and the fuel concentration are recorded as the flammability limit. The Python code ran using 

Cantera can be found in the Appendix F. 
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Figure 3.4: Model simulation algorithm to find flammability limits. 
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4 Results 
This chapter consists of the results of experiments on maximum explosion pressure, maximum 

pressure rise, deflagration index, and a flammability limit analysis using a numerical 

approximation. Chapter 4.1 reports the maximum explosion pressure data obtained from the 

experiments with the numerical explosion pressures. Chapter 4.2 presents post-processed 

maximum explosion rise and deflagration index values. In the last chapter, how flammability 

limits are affected by adding inergen to a flammable mixture was compared using a simple 

numerical approximation and the experimental results. 

4.1 Maximum explosion pressure  

4.1.1 Hydrogen combustion with inergen 

As shown in Figure 4.1, three types of experiments were carried out to observe how inergen 

affects the maximum explosion pressure of hydrogen with different inergen compositions in 

the flammable mixture. As expected, the observed explosion pressures were lesser when more 

energy was added to the flammable mixture. According to the results, hydrogen with 100% air 

obtained a maximum explosion pressure of 696.11 kPag at an equivalence ratio of 1.06. In 

comparison, hydrogen with 50% air and 50% inergen obtained 494.75 kPag pressure at an 

equivalence ratio of 1.21, closer to stoichiometric conditions. Hydrogen with 75% inergen and 

25% air obtained the most negligible maximum explosion pressures, where at 1.25 equivalence 

ratio, it obtained a maximum pressure of 152.34 kPag. 

Furthermore, the maximum explosion pressures were observed near the stoichiometric 

composition ratios for all three experiments. However, the smoothness of the simulation data 

is reduced with the inergen concentrations, and the experimental data also showed some 

discrepancies. 
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between experimental and computational results. Left: 'Fuel concentration vs. maximum 

explosion pressure' with different H2/Air/Inergen ratios. Right: 'Fuel equivalence ratio vs. maximum explosion 

pressure' with different H2/Air/Inergen ratios at 300K and 1 atm. (a) H2 with 100% air, (b) H2 with inergen 50% 

+ air 50% mixture, (c) H2 with inergen 75 % + air 25% mixture 

4.1.2 Battery gas combustion with inergen 

As mentioned in Chapter 3.1.1, High LBV and a generic battery gas were used in the 

experiment to observe how the maximum explosion pressure behaves with inergen. Figure 4.2 

presents the maximum explosion pressures measured for each battery gas with the oxidiser 

with 50% and 75 % inergen concentration. The measured results were significantly lower than 

the simulation results. Furthermore, even with the near stoichiometric compositions, neither 

battery gas ignited with 75% inergen composition in the oxidiser. 
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High LBV battery gas with 50% inergen and 50% air obtained a maximum explosion pressure 

of 483.01 kPag at an equivalence ration of 1.03, while the generic battery gas obtained 228.11 

kPag at 0.81 equivalence ratio. 

 

Figure 4.2: Comparison between experimental and computational results for battery gases. 'Fuel equivalence ratio 

vs maximum explosion pressure' with different Battery gas/Air/Inergen ratios at 300K and 1 atm. (a) High LBV 

battery gas with air mixed with 50% inergen, (b) High LBV battery gas with air mixed with 75% inergen, (c) 

Generic battery gas with air mixed with 50% inergen, (d) Generic battery gas with air mixed with 75% inergen 

4.1.3 Maximum explosion pressure ratio (
𝑷𝒆𝒙

𝑷𝒐
) 

The maximum explosion pressure ratio can be calculated using the maximum and initial 

pressure of the flammable mixtures. Figure 4.3 shows how the peak explosion pressures vary 

with the hydrogen composition with the inergen inclusion. Hydrogen mixtures without inergen 

showed a maximum peak explosion ratio of 6.85 at an equivalence ratio of 1.06, near the 

stoichiometric levels. In contrast, mixtures with inergen showed a low peak explosion ratio 

proportional to the inergen added. In contrast, hydrogen with 50% air and 50% inergen showed 

an explosion ratio of 4.93 at an equivalence ratio of 1.21, the closest to the stoichiometry among 

the samples. As expected, 75% air and 25% inergen mixture obtained the lease maximum 

explosion ratio of 1.49 at the equivalence ratio, which was 1.25. 

As mentioned earlier, the battery vented gas mixtures with air 25% and inergen 75% did not 

burn. Therefore, peak explosion pressure ratios for the battery gases when mixed with only 

50% inergen and 50% air are shown in Figure 4.4. High LBV battery gas obtained a higher 

peak explosion ratio of 4.76 near the stoichiometric levels, closer to the hydrogen mixture with 
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50% inergen and 50% air. Generic battery gas showed a closer peak explosion pressure ratio 

of 2.25 at an equivalence ratio of 0.81 to hydrogen with 25% air and 75% air mixture. 

 

Figure 4.3: Experimental result of 'Equivalence ratio – Maximum explosion pressure ratio for different 

hydrogen mixtures at 300K and 1 atm. (a) H2 with 100% air, (b) H2 with inergen 50% + air 50% mixture, (c) H2 

with inergen 75 % + air 25% mixture. 

 

Figure 4.4: Experimental result of 'Equivalence ratio – Maximum explosion pressure ratio for different 

hydrogen mixtures at 300K and 1 atm. (a) High LBV battery gas with air mixed with 50% inergen, (b) High 

LBV battery gas with air mixed with 75% inergen 
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4.2 (𝒅𝒑/𝒅𝒕)𝒎𝒂𝒙  values and 𝑲𝑮  values 

4.2.1 Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise  

Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 of the experiments were obtained using 

post-processing of explosion data. Figure 4.5 illustrates how the maximum rate of explosion 

rise varies in hydrogen-air mixtures with the inclusion of inergen. As expected, the pure 

hydrogen-air mixture performed a maximum explosion pressure rate of 289 MPa/s around its 

stoichiometry, but it significantly dropped with the inclusion of inergen, where hydrogen with 

50% air and 50% inergen showed a maximum (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 46.18 MPa/s at an equivalence 

ratio of 1.21, the closest to the equivalence ratio among the relevant samples. hydrogen mixture 

with 25% air/ 75% inergen as its oxidiser showed 0.58 MPa/s of (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 near its 

stoichiometry, which is 0.84 of equivalence ratio, which can be easily observed in Figure 4.7.  

 

Figure 4.5: Experimental result of 'phi – Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise' with different H2/air/inergen 

compositions at 300K and 1 atm. (a) H2 + (100 % air), (b) H2 + (50% air + 50% inergen) (c) H2 + (25% air + 

75% inergen). 

Similarly, Figure 4.6 represents the (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values for the experiments with battery gases 

were mixed with a mixture of 50% air and 50% inergen. Since battery gases did not burn with 

75% inergen and 25 % air mixture, they were not plotted for their explosion pressure rise data. 

Compared to hydrogen, battery gases showed shallow maximum pressure rise values when 

diluted with 50% inergen, where the high LBV gas obtained a (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 6.04 MPa/s at 

its equivalence ratio of 1.03, while the generic gas recorded a 0.61 MPa/s pressure rise rate at 

0.81 equivalence ratio. 
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Figure 4.6: Experimental result of 'Equivalence ratio – Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise' with battery 

gases with air 50% and inergen 50% mixtures. (a) High LBV battery gas + (50% air + 50% inergen) (b) Generic 

battery gas + (50% air + 50% inergen). 

Figure 4.7 illustrates all the logarithmic. (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 gained from explosions with all different 

flammable mixtures with their equivalence ratios, which is more straightforward to observe 

where hydrogen mixtures have obtained higher (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values.  

 

Figure 4.7: Experimental results of 'Equivalence ratio – Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise' with all the 

fuel mixture types. 

4.2.2 Deflagration index (𝐾𝐺 ) values 

The processed deflagration index values for the burnt flammable mixtures are illustrated in 

Figure 4.8. Hydrogen mixtures with 100% air significantly gained a higher deflagration index 

of 791.66 bar.m/s at a 1.06 equivalence ratio which is higher than the value Crowl et al. [36] 

mentioned which is 659 bar.m/s. In comparison, hydrogen with 50% inergen and 50% air 

obtained 126.18 bar.m/s at a 1.21 equivalence ratio, and hydrogen with 75% inergen and 25% 

air gained a maximum deflagration index of 1.58 bar.m/s at the equivalence ratio of 0.84. 

On the other hand, high LBV battery gas with 50% inergen and 50% air at an equivalence ratio 

of 1.03 gained a deflagration index of 16.49. In contrast, the generic battery gas with the same 

dilution gained 1.66 bar.m/s at 0.81 equivalence ratio. 
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Figure 4.8: Experimental results of 'Equivalence ratio – Deflagration index' with all the burnt fuel mixture types. 

4.3 Simple flammability limits analysis 

As discussed in Chapter 3.2.2, a simple model was constructed using thermodynamic 

equilibrium using the adiabatic temperatures of fuels at the flammability limits. Then, this 

model was fitted with the experiments on where they stand in the model.  

4.3.1 Hydrogen flammability 

Hydrogen has an LFL of 4% and UFL of 75% in air. As shown in Figure 4.9, hydrogen shows 

76% for UFL and 7% for LFL, which deviates from the actual values. However, this result was 

compared with the experimental results for a qualitative analysis. All the burnt samples are fit 

inside while the unburnt ones fit outside of the approximation, which can be used to confirm 

the experimental results.  

In the simulated approximation, UFL varies in a straight line with the inert added, but in the 

actual scenario, it does not change in a straight line but in a curved line near the nose. However, 

the qualitative UFL of hydrogen reduces significantly with the dilution of inergen, while LFL 

does not change significantly, which agrees with the literature of Zhao [28] and Chen [38]. 

According to the approximation, the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC) or the minimum 

ignition concentration (MIC) is around 77% of the inergen in the mixture, which means that 

after 77% of the inergen in the mixture, there is no point in concentrating it more with inergen 

because the mixture will not be ignited because of lack of oxygen. 
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Figure 4.9: Numerical approximation for flammability variation for hydrogen with inergen added, with burnt 

and unburnt samples given. 
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5 Discussion 
In this chapter, the results of the study will be analysed and discussed. Chapter 5.1 compares 

the experimental results with the literature found in this study and the computational results 

obtained from this study. Chapter 5.2 discussed the maximum explosion pressures obtained 

during the experiments and why the different values were obtained for various mixtures. 

Chapter 5.3 explained why the maximum rate of explosion pressure rise and deflagration index 

values varied with different mixtures. Chapter 5.4 showed how inergen affects the oxygen 

concentration in a flammable mixture to suppress a fire. Finally, Chapter 5.5 suggested the 

approximated flammability limits on the recommended inergen levels by Burch et al. [32] in 

their study.  

5.1 Validation of experimental results 

5.1.1 Comparing experimental values with the literature 

A comparison between the found literature values and the maximum explosion values from the 

experiments was made to ensure that the equipment gives acceptable results. Figure 5.1 

compares the maximum explosion pressures of pure hydrogen combustion with air between 

this experiment and a study by Jo and Crowl [36]. The comparison shows that the experimental 

values of this study agree with the literature. Furthermore, Figure 5.1 (a) ensures that the 

numerical values verify the experimental data. 

 

Figure 5.1: Comparison between hydrogen maximum explosion pressure experimental results vs. the results 

found from literature at 300 K and 1 atm [36]. 

Since the studies related to hydrogen combustion with inergen were not found, a simple 

numerical analysis was done considering the thermodynamic properties of the mixtures using 

Cantera with constant enthalpy calculations, as described in Chapter 3.2.2. This model was 

compared, as shown in Figure 5.2, with the data from the study by Saito et al. [41], where 

inergen was used as an inert with methane and propane combustion. 

The developed model seemed to agree with the study done by Saito but with some deviations. 

Furthermore, the literature has shown a lower MIC than the approximation for both fuels. This 
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can happen due to several factors. The approximation done in this study is not an actual 

combustion simulation but a thermodynamic approximation without any heat loss, intermediate 

components, or reactions. Nevertheless, this work was done to understand how inergen affects 

flammability and what flammability levels can be achieved by introducing inergen into a 

mixture.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Flammability variation with added inergen between literature and the present work at 300 K and 1 

atm for (a) methane and (b) propane [41]. 

5.1.2 Comparing experimental values with the simulated values 

Among the experiments done, the experiments without inergen agreed well with the 

computational results. However, with the inclusion of inergen, the results showed deviations 

from the simulated values. Most of those results deviated lower than the simulated values. 

Computational simulations using Cantera in Python are done in adiabatic conditions without 

any heat loss to the outside. However, in the actual scenario, there is always heat loss, like 

radiation, during the experiments. With the slow flame propagation, it takes a much longer time 

for the reaction to be completed. Therefore, the more time the reaction happens, the more heat 

will be lost. This is the main reason the experiments with inergen showed variations in the 

computed values.  

5.2 Maximum explosion pressure  

This work and the studies by Jo and Crowl [36] and Shin [37] presented a maximum explosion 

pressure of around 800 kPa for H2/air mixtures at stoichiometry. Nevertheless, as expected, 

hydrogen maximum explosion pressure reduced with the introduction of inergen, 494 kPag for 

H2 with 50% air and 50% inergen mixture and 152.34 kPag with 25% air and 75% inergen at 

near stoichiometric conditions. This happens mainly due to heat loss during the flame 

propagation, with the added inert. Inergen does not participate in the reaction but absorbs the 

heat generated by the combustion reaction, leading to low heat to continue the flame. 

Furthermore, added inergen reduces the air concentration of the mixture, hence the oxygen 

levels. Therefore, inergen suffocates the mixture by depleting the required oxygen 

concentration and affecting the stoichiometry. Therefore, some hydrogen fractions ignited with 

0%, and 25% of the inergen did not combust when 75% of the inergen was introduced. 

According to the simulated values shown in Figure 5.3, high LBV and generic battery gas give 

an absolute maximum explosion pressure of around 800 kPa. However, in the work of 

Henriksen et al. [13], they obtained maximum explosion pressures of 0.78 and 0.74 MPa 

(absolute) at the stoichiometry, which is lower than the hydrogen-air mixture done in this study.  
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High LBV battery gas has 10% CO2 in its composition, while the generic battery gas has 20.1% 

CO2, which has a higher heat capacity than nitrogen and argon. Therefore, battery gas with 

100% air should obtain lower explosion pressures than hydrogen with 100% air mixtures 

because CO2 has a cooling ability in the reaction.   

When inergen is introduced to the flammable mixture, the added inert agents will also 

contribute to absorbing heat from the reaction, which slows down flame propagation and 

increases heat losses. Therefore, with the inclusion of inergen, the explosion pressures were 

reduced for the high LBV battery gases to 584.14 kPa for 50% air and 50% inergen mixture.  

Generic battery gases dropped their maximum explosion pressure significantly further with the 

added inergen than the high LBV battery gas. This is mainly because high LBV has high CO 

and lower CO2 fractions than the generic battery gas. From the experiments done by Henrikson 

et al. [13], 740 kPa maximum explosion pressure was achieved by the generic battery gas 

combustion in 100% air at 300 K and 1 bar. However, it was reduced to 329.24 kPa maximum 

explosion pressure with 50% air and 50% inergen. 

Both the battery gases did not burn with 75% inergen inclusion in the mixture because, with 

this amount of inergen, the available air battery gas was minimal, hence the oxygen 

concentration. High LBV battery gases at stoichiometry levels theoretically need 4.8% O2, 

while generic gas needs 4.9% O2. However, these values are not enough to sustain combustion 

in hydrocarbon mixtures. Therefore, 75% inergen inclusion will not allow the battery gases to 

burn.  

 

Figure 5.3: Simulated explosion pressures for Battery gases with air using Cantera at 300 K and 1 atm for (a) High 

LBV battery gas, (b) Generic battery gas 

5.3 Maximum rate of explosion pressure rise  

As observed in the chapter 4.2.1 (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values were decreased significantly with the 

addition of inergen, and the highest (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values for almost each sample were recorded 

near the stoichiometric conditions. With a small flame exposure time, the reaction gives a 

higher maximum rate of explosion pressure; hence, the reactions with higher burning velocities 

will obtain a higher maximum rate of explosion pressure. Pure hydrogen has a burning velocity 

of around 1.85 m/s, while the high LBV battery gas has a velocity of 1.05 m/s and the generic 

battery gas, 0.5 m/s. Therefore, without the inclusion of inergen, hydrogen will have a higher 

(𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥  value, which is agreeable with the results. In this experiment for, 100% hydrogen  

(𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥, the value recorded near stoichiometry is 289.73 MPa/s, whereas Shin [37] 

obtained a value of around 275 MPa/s. But with the inclusion of inergen, the flammable 
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mixtures showed a significant reduction in the (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values where the maximum 

recorded (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 for hydrogen with 50% air and 50% inergen was 46.18 MPa/s. This is 

because inergen reduces the flame temperature by absorbing the heat, and the burning velocity 

reduces; hence, the low (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values and deflagration index values. Even though the 

explosion pressure rise rate of the 0.84 equivalence ratio was the highest recorded measure for 

hydrogen 75% inergen and 25% air mixture which is 0.58 MPa/s, it was not the sample which 

obtained the highest peak pressure for the sample type. This was because the initial pressure 

difference, the mixture with 0.81 equivalence ratio had a slightly lower initial pressure than the 

mixture with 1.25 equivalence ratio. 

Furthermore, Henriksen et al. [13], they obtained 81.68 and 32.89 MPa/s (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values 

for higher LBV battery gas and the generic battery gases  at 300 K and 100 kPa. But with the 

inclusion of inergen, (𝑑𝑝/𝑑𝑡)𝑚𝑎𝑥 values have dropped significantly with values of 6.04 MPa/s 

for higher LBV battery gas and 0.61 MPa/s with 50% air and 50% inergen.  

According to the results obtained, it is appropriate to conclude that introducing inergen can 

reduce the severity of an explosion by a significant margin. 

5.4 How inergen affects the oxygen concentration 

As expected, all the maximum explosion pressures recorded for mixtures were near 

stoichiometry except for the generic battery gas sample with 50% inergen and 50% air. A 

sample with a 1.03 equivalence ration obtained a maximum pressure of 291.06 kPa. In contrast, 

a mixture with an equivalence ratio of 0.81 obtained 329.43 kPa. A reason could be that even 

though the burnt sample with a 1.03 equivalence ratio was closer to the stoichiometric 

conditions, it had an oxygen concentration of 9.14. In contrast, the equivalence ratio was 0.81 

and had an oxygen concentration of 9.43. As mentioned above, at least 10% oxygen is needed 

for better combustion of hydrocarbons. Therefore, in this case, the 0.81 equivalence ratio 

mixture burnt better than the 1.03 equivalence ratio mixture.  

Furthermore, as observed in Figure 4.2 where, the richer mixtures did not ignite because when 

the mixture is on a richer flammable side before inergen inclusion because adding inergen 

makes the mixture too rich to ignite by reducing the oxygen concentration 

As discussed in the literature review, the main fire suppression quality of inergen is to reduce 

the oxygen concentrations in a mixture in a vessel or a confined area. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 

discuss how the stoichiometric oxygen concentration changes with the inclusion of inergen and 

how the explosion pressure reduces both according to the simulations and the experiments.  

In a normal condition, the hydrogen stoichiometric concentration is around 30%. However, 

with the inclusion of inergen in the mixture, the mixture becomes richer in fuel because of the 

lack of oxygen in the mixture. Therefore, with inergen, the stoichiometric oxygen concentration 

drops, as shown in Figures 4.2 (b) and (d); the flammable mixture does not get ignited because 

of the lack of oxygen in the mixture with 75% of inergen inclusion compared to total inergen 

and air mixture.  

According to Figure 5.5 (left), the limiting oxygen concentration for hydrogen is around 4.5 – 

5%. Therefore, the claim that inergen can suppress a fire by reducing the oxygen level to 10-

12.5% in the atmosphere is invalid for hydrogen mixtures since it has a lower LOC value than 

10%. According to Figure 5.5 (right), no ignition was observed under 8% of oxygen in battery 
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gas mixtures with inergen; however, the number of experiments carried out with battery gas is 

insufficient to confirm a LOC value.  

 

 

Figure 5.4: Explosion pressure with the oxygen concentration at 1 atm and 300 K for (a) hydrogen with 100 air, 

(b) hydrogen with 50% air and 50% inergen, (c) hydrogen with 25% air and 75 % inergen. 

 

Figure 5.5: Stoichiometric oxygen concentration variation with inergen in hydrogen mixtures (left) and battery 

gases (right) at 300 K and 1 atm. 

5.5 Approximated flammability levels at the NOAEL and LOAEL 

As discussed in Chapter 4.3.1, a comparison has been made on the burnt and unburnt samples 

with a flammability approximation done numerically using the adiabatic temperature. All the 

samples fit well within and without the flammability limits. Nevertheless, this was done only 

to get a qualitative idea; therefore, to get more accurate results, it is recommended that 

experimental results be used. 
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Figure 5.5 discusses the how inergen performance in the recommended levels of the no 

observable adverse effects level (NOAEL) and least observable adverse effects level (LOAEL) 

and the NFPA recommended design concentrations, which were mentioned in the works of 

Burch et al. [32] Rattananon and Patvichaichod [43].  

 

Figure 5.6: Comparison of flammability limits approximation with inergen and the recommended inergen 

concentrations at 300 K and 1 atm for (a) hydrogen, (b) high LBV battery gas, and (c) generic battery gas. 

Table 5.1 summarises the approximated flammability levels that can be achieved at several 

recommended inergen concentrations in a confined area during an emergency. 

Table 5.1: Obtained modified flammability limits with recommended levels [32] [43]. 

 At NFPA 

recommendation 

At NOAEL value At LOAEL value 

LFL (%) UFL (%) LFL (%) UFL (%) LFL (%) UFL (%) 

Hydrogen 5 37.5 5 23 5 15 
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6 Future work  
Several fire and process safety studies can be built upon this study. 

As discussed in this work, explosion characteristics were significantly influenced by inergen. 

Therefore, studying how the laminar burning velocity varies with inergen for different fuel 

mixtures is essential. 

Ternary diagrams are used to study flammability variations within three-component mixtures: 

fuel, oxidiser and inert. A study can be done to develop a ternary diagram for inergen for 

different fuel types, including battery gases and hydrogen. This work can lead to the proposal 

of a minimum ignition concentration level for the fuels, which would be very useful for 

industrial applications. 

As mentioned in the literature survey above, there are four main clean inert agents at the 

commercial level: argonite, inergen, carbon dioxide, and argon. A comparison among these 

inert gases can be conducted to compare which is better for different fire safety scenarios and 

which is also advantageous for the industry. Furthermore, time is an important parameter when 

it comes to safety. As discussed in Chapter 2.10.3, inergen has a slower distribution rate than 

other fire suppressants. Therefore, it will be helpful to compare the effectiveness of inergen 

with other fire suppressants. 

Since hydrogen has a higher ability to detonate, it will be helpful to study how adding an inert 

gas like inergen can suppress detonation and reduce the possibility of an accident. 

As mentioned in the literature survey, it will be difficult to extinguish a fire using only inert 

gas completely. An investigation can be carried out to study to find our better safety barriers to 

avoid undesirable circumstances due to thermal runaway in a LIB, including an inert gas like 

inergen. 
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7 Conclusion 
Diluting flammable mixtures of hydrogen air and LIB vented gases-air using inergen was 

investigated in this study. Maximum explosion pressure, maximum rate of explosion pressure 

rise of hydrogen-air-inergen, and LIB vented gases-air were measured in a 20-litre explosion 

sphere under 300 K and 1 atm with different compositions. 

Explosion pressure data of hydrogen and 100% air mixtures showed agreeable results with the 

Cantera simulations, and the previous studies done. However, with the inclusion of inergen, 

significant deviations from the simulated values appeared. These inconsistencies may be due 

to the complexity of the mechanisms with more components and the radiative heat losses with 

slow flame propagations in the inergen mixed mixtures.   

Furthermore, the highest explosion pressures were recorded near the stoichiometric conditions 

for almost all the mixtures. Hydrogen with 100% air achieved a maximum explosion pressure 

of 797.46 kPa (absolute) while a maximum rate of explosion pressure rise of 289.73 MPa/s at 

near stoichiometry. Hydrogen with 50% air and 50% inergen had a maximum explosion 

pressure of 596.10 kPa (absolute). In comparison, a maximum rate of explosion pressure rise 

of 46.18 MPa/s at near stoichiometry while a hydrogen mixture with 75% inergen and 25% air 

obtained a maximum explosion pressure of 253.66 kPa (absolute) while a maximum rate of 

explosion pressure rise below 1 MPa/s at near stoichiometry. Although high LBV battery gas 

gave a maximum explosion pressure of 584.34 kPa (absolute) and the generic battery gas, 

329.43 kPa (absolute) with 50% air and 50% inergen mixture, the gases did not ignite with 

75% inergen and 25% air. 

Therefore, it can be established that adding inergen to a flammable mixture can reduce the 

flammability characteristics by significant margins. However, though inergen claims that it can 

extinguish fires by reducing the oxygen concentration to 10-12-5%, it didn’t apply to hydrogen 

since it required a minimum around 4.5% oxygen concentration to get ignited. 

Furthermore, using their thermodynamic properties, a simple flammability limit variation with 

an inergen model was developed for hydrogen and battery gases. It showed a satisfactory 

agreement with the methane propane mixtures in the literature. According to this 

approximation, 77% of MIC was observed for hydrogen-air-inergen mixtures. 
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Appendix A – Signed master's thesis description 
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Appendix B – Experimental result table 
 

Hydrogen + 100 % air  

 

 

Hydrogen + (50 % air + 50 % inergen)  

 

 

Hydrogen + (25 % air + 75 % inergen)  

 

 

High LBV BG + (50 % air + 50 % inergen) 

 

High LBV BG + (75 % air + 25 % inergen) 
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Generic LBV BG + (50 % air + 50 % inergen) 

 

 

Generic LBV BG + (25 % air + 75 % inergen) 
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Appendix C – Safety checklist 
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Appendix D – Simple flammability limit analysis for battery gases 

A similar approximation for hydrogen with inergen was applied to high LBV battery gas and 

the generic battery gas mixtures, as shown in Figures A and B. As expected, high LBV battery 

gas showed a wider flammability range than the generic battery gas. The MIC level for 

flammable mixtures at atmospheric conditions was around 68% and 55% inergen into the total 

mixture. All the unburnt samples in both gases were fitted outside except one sample for 

generic battery gas, which was fitted closer to the flammability range. All the burnt samples 

were fitted into the flammability limit approximation as required. 

 

 

Figure A: Numerical approximation for flammability variation for high LBV battery gas with inergen added, 

with burnt and unburnt samples given. 

 

Figure B: Numerical approximation for flammability variation for generic battery gas with inergen added, with 

burnt and unburnt samples given. 
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Appendix E – Python code: Numerical calculation of maximum 

pressure during the ignition 

 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Tue May  7 20:27:13 2024 

 

@author: chari 

""" 

 

#import os 

import pandas as pd 

#import cantera as ct 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

#print (os.getcwd()) 

import cantera as ct 

import numpy as np 

 

def calculate_pressure(phi_s,phi_f,fuel,oxidizer,reactionMech='gri30.yaml'): 

    phi = np.arange(phi_s, phi_f, 0.01) 

    size = len (phi) 

    pressure_array = np.zeros(size)  

    conc_array = np.zeros(size) 

    p = 1e5 # pressure [Pa], 101325 is one atm 

    Tin = 300.0 # unburned gas temperature [K] 

    "define fuel and oxidizer separatly as described in the equilvalence ratio tutorial," 

    for equ in range (0,size): 

        # Solution object used to compute mixture properties 

        #mygas = ct.Solution(reactionMech) 

        mygas = ct.Solution("gri30.yaml") 

        mygas.set_equivalence_ratio(phi[equ], fuel, oxidizer) 

        mygas.TP = Tin, p 

        xH2=mygas['H2'].X[0] 

        #xFuel=mygas.X[0]/0.428 

        #print(xFuel) 

        mygas.equilibrate( "UV") 

        # Set up flame object  

        #print (mygas.P) 

        pressure_array[equ] = mygas.P/1000 

        conc_array[equ] = xH2*100 

    plt.plot(conc_array,pressure_array) 

    #write2ex(phi,pressure_array,1,2,'output_BG2.xlsx') 

    #print(pressure_array) 
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    #print(phi)  

    df = pd.read_excel('Result table.xlsx',sheet_name='Hydrogen 75') 

    conc = (df['Fuel Conc.']) 

    df = pd.read_excel('Result table.xlsx',sheet_name='Hydrogen 75') 

    mean_pres = (df['mean p max abs [kPa]']) 

     

    plt.plot(conc,mean_pres, 'o',label='Experimental values') 

    plt.plot(conc_array,pressure_array,'red', label='Simulation values') 

     

    plt.xlabel('Fuel Concentration (%)') 

    plt.ylabel('Explosion pressure (abs)') 

    #plt.legend(['Simulation values','Experimental values']) 

    plt.legend(loc='lower right') 

    plt.grid(True, which='major', linestyle=':', linewidth=0.5, color='gray') 

    plt.xlim(xmin=0.0) 

    plt.ylim(ymin=100.0,ymax=850) 

    plt.legend(loc='best') 

    #plt.xlim([0, x_max]) 

    #plt.ylim([0, y_max]) 

    #ax = plt.gca() 

    #ax.spines['left'].set_position(('data', 0)) 

    #ax.spines['bottom'].set_position(('data', 0)) 

    #ax.xaxis.set_ticks_position('bottom') 

    #ax.yaxis.set_ticks_position('left') 

    return pressure_array 

    return conc_array 

    return phi 

 

fuel = "H2:1" 

#fuel = "H2:0.428, CO:0.371, CO2:0.10, CH4:0.071 C2H4: 0.03" #Battery Gas 1 High LBV 

#fuel = "H2:0.349, CO:0.250, CO2:0.201, CH4:0.150 C2H4: 0.05" #Battery Gas 2 Generic gas 

 

#oxidizer ="O2:0.105, N2:0.655, Ar:0.2, CO2:0.04" # or ="O2:1,N2:"+str(79/21) INERGEN 50% 

oxidizer ="O2:0.0525, N2:0.5875, Ar:0.3, CO2:0.06" # or ="O2:1,N2:"+str(79/21) INERGEN 75% 

#oxidizer = 'O2:0.21, N2:0.79'#+str(79./21.) 

 

calculate_pressure(0.1,2.5,fuel,oxidizer) 
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Appendix F – Python code: Numerical approximation of 

flammability limits  

 
# -*- coding: utf-8 -*- 

""" 

Created on Tue May 14 20:46:48 2024 

 

@author: chari 

""" 

 

import cantera as ct 

import numpy as np 

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt 

import pandas as pd 

 

gas = ct.Solution('gri30.yaml') 

 

#fuel = "H2:0.428, CO:0.371, CO2:0.10, CH4:0.071 C2H4: 0.03" #Battery Gas 1 High LBV 

fuel = "H2:0.349, CO:0.250, CO2:0.201, CH4:0.150 C2H4: 0.05" #Battery Gas 2 Generic gas 

#fuel = 'CH4:1' 

 

oxidizer = 'O2:0.21, N2:0.79' 

diluent = 'Ar:0.4, CO2:0.08, N2:0.52' 

 

dil = 0 

fuelConcentrationList=list() 

diluentConcentration=list() 

TList=list() 

rangeOfPhi1 = list(np.arange(0.1,1,0.01)) 

rangeOfPhi2 =  list(np.arange(1,14.5,0.1)) 

rangeOfPhi =rangeOfPhi1 + rangeOfPhi2 

 

for phi in rangeOfPhi1: 

    while dil < .85: 

            gas.set_equivalence_ratio(phi, fuel , air, diluent=diluent, fraction={"diluent": 

dil}) 

            gas.TP= 300, 101325 

            xH2=gas['H2'].X[0]/0.349 

            gas.equilibrate( "HP") # "UV" is a string 

            if gas.T >= 1200: 

                dil = dil + 0.001 

            if gas.T <= 1200: 

                xH2perc = xH2 * 100 

                dilperc = dil * 100 
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                fuelConcentrationList.append(xH2perc) 

                diluentConcentration.append(dilperc) 

                TList.append(gas.T) 

                dil=0 

                break 

for phi in rangeOfPhi2: 

    while dil < .85: 

            gas.set_equivalence_ratio(phi, fuel , air, diluent=diluent, fraction={"diluent": 

dil}) 

            gas.TP= 300, 101325 

            xH2=gas['H2'].X[0]/0.349 

            gas.equilibrate( "HP") # "UV" is a string 

            if gas.T >= 1650: 

                dil = dil + 0.001 

            if gas.T <= 1650: 

                xH2perc = xH2 * 100 

                dilperc = dil * 100 

                fuelConcentrationList.append(xH2perc) 

                diluentConcentration.append(dilperc) 

                TList.append(gas.T) 

                dil=0 

                break 

df_BG2 = pd.read_excel('Result table.xlsx',sheet_name='BG2_Flam') 

conc_BG2_flam = (df_BG2['ffc']) 

conc_BG2_Inert_flam = (df_BG2['fic']) 

df_BG2_no_ = pd.read_excel('Result table.xlsx',sheet_name='BG2_Flam') 

conc_BG2_flam_no = (df_BG2_no_['nfc']) 

conc_BG2_Inert_no = (df_BG2['nic']) 

 

plt.plot(diluentConcentration,fuelConcentrationList,label='Flamm. limit approx. from model') 

plt.plot(conc_BG2_Inert_flam,conc_BG2_flam,'s',label='Burnt samples') 

#plt.plot(conc_H2_75_Inert_flam,conc_H2_75_flam, 'o') 

plt.plot(conc_BG2_Inert_no,conc_BG2_flam_no, 'o',label='Unburnt samples') 

#plt.axvline(x=52, color='r', linestyle='--', linewidth=1, label='NOAEL level') 

#plt.axvline(x=62, color='g', linestyle='--', linewidth=1, label='LOAEL level') 

#plt.axvline(x=38.5, color='black', linestyle='--', linewidth=1, label='NFPA recommended') 

plt.xlim(xmin=0.0,xmax=80) 

plt.ylim(ymin=0.0, ymax=80) 

plt.xlabel('Added inert percentage (%)') 

plt.ylabel('Fuel percentage (%)') 

plt.title('(b)') 

plt.legend(loc='upper right') 

plt.grid(True, which='major', linestyle=':', linewidth=0.5, color='gray') 
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Appendix G – Balanced chemical reaction for the battery gases 

and oxygen and air concentrations at different compositions  

 

High LBV battery gas reaction with air 

0.428 𝐻2 + 0.371 𝐶𝑂 + 0.10 𝐶𝑂2 + 0.071 𝐶𝐻4 + 0.03 𝐶2𝐻4 + 0.6315(𝑂2 + 3.76 𝑁2) → 0.602 𝐶𝑂2 + 0.63 𝐻2𝑂 + 2.374 𝑁2 

 

Generic battery gas reaction with air 

0.349 𝐻2 + 0.25 𝐶𝑂 + 0.201 𝐶𝑂2 + 0.150 𝐶𝐻4 + 0.05 𝐶2𝐻4 + 0.7495(𝑂2 + 3.76 𝑁2) → 0.701𝐶𝑂2 + 0.749 𝐻2𝑂 + 2.818 𝑁2 

 

Table A: Required air and oxygen concentrations for different mixtures at stoichiometry. 

Component Air concentration at 

stoichiometry 

O2 concentration at 

stoichiometry 

High LBV BG + 100 % 75 % 15.76 % 

High LBV BG + (50 % + 50% inergen) 42.9% 9% 

High LBV BG + (25 % + 75% inergen) 23% 4.8% 

Generic BG + 100 % 73.8% 15.5% 

Generic BG + (50 % + 50% inergen) 42.5% 8.9% 

Generic BG + (25 % + 75% inergen) 22.9% 4.8% 

 


